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ABSTRACT 

Nt'ir methods of information presentation and interface design are changing the conditions for 
work in the modem NPP control room. One area receiving considerable attention is that of 
Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP). Conventionally such procedures are presented using 
hard- copy manuals; however, developments in IT means that there are new opportunities for the 
computerisation of such procedures. This paper reports on the development of human factors 
guidelines for the computerised presentation of EOPs. After identifying the principle stages in the 
transition from procedures as documents to fully automated procedures, computerised procedure 
presentation is briefly discussed. Guidelines for the presentation of such, procedures are outlined 
starting with the high level goals for guidelines themselves. Such goals also constitute the criteria 
against which the computerised procedures are measured during implementation. Six dimensions 
describing computerised procedure presentation are presented and tivo are explored in more detail 
by ident ifying points along each dimension that characterise different levels of IT sophistica tion. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In process control environments operators are often required to work with complex tasks. When 
manual intervention is required the operator needs to identify system states and respond with 
appropriate remedial or preventative actions. In many cases this may take place under serious 
t ime constraints. Complexity in the sj'stem interface and the degree of control automation can 
compound the operator's difficulty by increasing the cognitive demands in the problem solving 
situation [1], [2]. 

Conventionally, support for manual control (intervention) is available in the form of hard-copy 
compendiums of standard and emergency operating procedures, put together before the 
commissioning of each individual plant. Such manuals assist by detailing the pre-conditions, 
conditions, and means for effecting specific changes in the process state. The two main variants 
are event based procedures and symptom based procedures [3]. Operators have resort to 
operations manuals as guidance on "proper" responses to anticipated plant states. Although 
valuable and widely used, such assistance is limited by a number of factors: 
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• Procedure manuals are traditionally provided in a h a r d - c o p y form. This clearly l imits the 
convenience with which operators can access the required information. The need physically 
to manoeuvre large tomes within close proximity to control desks may generate its own 
problems. In many cases the more frequently used procedures have therefore been provided 
on separate cards or in booklets, which make them easier to use. A classical example i s the 
check-list used in aviation [4], 

• Procedures are fixed a n d i n f l e x i b l e in the degree and form of information they provide. 
This is mainly due to the dependence on the hard-copy form. A major step forward in 
operator convenience lies in making procedural information readily available (on-line) in a 
manner which is both flexible in mode of expression and sensitive to the context of the 
current process state. This requires the use of information processing systems (computers), 
and major improvements have been made over the last decade, particularly in areas where 
other considerations forbade the use of voluminous hard-copy procedures [5]. 

• Procedures address "standard" s i t u a t i o n s and r e s p o n s e s . This limitation is not removed 
by simply changing the format or the mode of presentation, but l-equires a completely 
different approach to procedure specification. A facility that is able to address procedural 
needs in less familiar contexts will clearly provide substantial benefits for operators. 

The paper only discusses the problems related to the first and the second of the above points. The 
issue of extending the scope of emergency procedures either requires that the underlying analysis 
is improved, or that advanced on-line support is provided (cf. below). 

2. VARIETIES O F O P E R A T I N G P R O C E D U R E S 

Operating procedures have traditionally been provided in the form of documents. The transition 
to fully computerised procedures can be made in a number of steps, outlined below. In practice 
the question is not so much w h e t h e r procedures should be computerised, but rather h o w far 
they should be computerised - or in other words, what the exact meaning of "computerised" will 
be." 

• P r o c e d u r e s a s d o c u m e n t s . On this level procedures exist as printed procedures or check-
lists. This is the traditional form, which is generally being used. 

• P r o c e d u r e s a s c o m p u t e r i s e d d o c u m e n t s . On this level procedures are transferred to 
electronic format and presented on VDUs, with manual scrolling. The transfer does not 
involve any change of the format of the procedures. The only advantage is that moving 
through the procedures may be done by scrolling forwards or backwards on the display. 

• P r o c e d u r e s a s c o m p u t e r d i s p l a y s . On this level there is a change in the formatting of 
the procedures, to make use of the facilities provided by computer controlled displays and 
computer graphics. From this step on it is warranted to talk about computerised 
procedures. 

• C o m p u t e r i s e d p r o c e d u r e s w i t h p r o g r e s s m o n i t o r i n g . The difference from the 
previous level is that there is limited monitoring of progress through the procedure, which 
is used to implement functions such as automatic scrolling, thereby reducing the operator's 
tasks. 

• A u t o m a t e d p r o c e d u r e s : M a n a g e m e n t by de l ega t ion . On this level well-defined subsets 
or parts of the procedure may be performed automatically when so ordered by the 
operators. The computerisation is thereby extended from the formatting and display of the 
procedure to the execution of it, i.e., it includes various levels of automation. 
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• Automated procedures: Management by consent. The next logical step is that it is the 
procedure system rather than the operators that monitor the process, identifies an 
appropriate procedure, and executes it. The execution must, however, have tlie previous 
consent by the operators. 

• Automated procedures: Management by exception. Going further, the procedure 
system now identifies problems in the process and follows this by automatic execution 
without need for action or approval by operators. 

• Autonomous execution when required. This level may entail two different conditions. 
In one the results of executing the procedure are announced to operators; in the other the 
results of executing the procedure are not announced to the operator. The latter basically 
corresponds to the level of full automation, and in a sense the procedure - in its 
conventional form - is no longer necessary at all. The procedure and the execution of it is 
fully computerised. 

The developments outlined above go beyond computerised procedure presentation, but are in the 
logical extensions of that. The various stages towards full automation and the changing role and 
responsibilities of the human operator have been conceptualised by authors such as Billings [6] 
and Sheridan [7]. 

3. P U R P O S E O F G U I D E - L I N E S F O R C O M P U T E R I S E D P R O C E D U R E P R E S E N T A T I O N 

The various aspects of computer support for procedure presentation presented above have 
provided a sound basis to develop guide-lines for computerised procedure presentation. As a 
precursor to this is it useful to consider briefly the purpose of such guide-lines. This amounts to 
defining the requirements for guide-lines for computerised procedure presentation, and will 
therefore be valuable in the later development of the guide-lines themselves. Based on the issues 
discussed so far, it. is possible to identify the following purposes of guide-lines for computerised 
procedure presentation. 

• To define a consistent and comprehensible iayout 

• To ensure that each operator clearly knows what he is going to do, how he is going to do it. and how it 
relates to what other operators do. 

• T o specify how multiple levels o f resolution (aggregation or decomposition o f procedures) can be achieved. 

• To facilitate the comprehension o f the relations between actions and conditions 

• To improve operators" understanding o f the links / dependencies between procedures steps 

• T o specify the principles for on-iine assistance (help facilities and explanations). 

• To define a consistent and comprehensible method for navigation, 

• T o enhance collaboration between the operators in a team. 

The list of purposes given here will form the basis for the further work and serve as a se t of 
evaluation criteria when a specific implementation is to be assessed. 
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4. COMPUTER S U P P O R T FOR P R O C E D U R E P R E S E N T A T I O N 

The reasons for considering computerised procedure presentation usually have to do with 
concerns for safety and efficiency. The issue may be whether, 

• operators are able to use the current procedures in a sufficiently reliable way 

• the use o f procedures creates additional tasks that deflect effort from the main task. 

• procedures in their present forrr .-:.• to damaging increases in workload. 

• the specific format o f the p r o w constitute a source o f risk. etc. 

The steps toward computerisation must therefore consider the various aspects which can have an 
impact on one or more of these issues. The aspects considered in this study were: 

1. Navigation through procedures. 

2 . Formatting and presentation o f procedures. 

3 . Progress monitoring. 

4. Help and explanation facilities, 

5. Process linking, 

6. The issue o f procedure adaptation or tailoring. 

These six aspects all refer to the use of the procedure, i.e., the way in which the interaction 
between the operators and the computerised procedure presentation system takes place. Each of 
the six aspects are briefly described further in the following section. Two aspects, formatting and 
progress monitoring are discussed at more length and provide a characterisation of the steps 
leading from no implementation of the aspect to full implementation. 

4.1 Navigation 

The navigation aspect addresses the problems of (1) how the operator can find the right 
procedure and (2) how he can find the right step in the procedure. Experience shows that 
navigation can be a problem even if the procedure is a series of steps on a single page or sheet. 
This is because the progress through the steps is combined with the execution of the steps. 
Attention therefore cannot be exclusively on how to navigate through the procedure but must also 
be focused on executing the procedure. This means that it is possible to get lost in the procedure 
or forget which step is next. 

4.2 Formatting 

The formatting aspect is concerned with how to format and present the procedure, i.e., how to 
organise or structure the visually presented information in a procedure or a procedure step. The 
options for formatting can be characterised as follows: 

The first level is a simple (photographic) reproduction of the procedure in its existing document 
format, i.e., without making use of any computerised formatting. This corresponds to the first 
level of navigation with the simple page-by-page reproduction of the procedure. Although this 
option does not make the use of the procedure any more difficult (in terms of formatting 
problems) it does not bring any improvements either. 

One natural way of using formatting is to produce a better separation of the various elements of a 
procedure step, e.g. actions, conditions, comments, advice, etc. Formatting can also allow the 
simultaneous use of several levels of detail in a procedure. This can be done in many ways using 
different fonts, colours, spatial arrangements (indentations), graphical enhancements (borders, 
backgrounds), by including symbols and icons, windows, panes, sub-panes, etc. Even more 
advanced solutions could use such techniques as animation, 3-D presentations, or multi-media 
information. Modern computers offer a rich set of information presentation options, and display 
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designers may easily get carried awny. The means of formatting should he compared with the 
limitations of the document format, and basically used to overcome obvious disadvantages 
stemming from those limitations. 

In addition to changing the physical format of the emergency procedure, the procedure may also 
be given different formats for different operator functions or roles. An emergency procedure 
contains the instructions for the different operators (reactor operator, turbine operator, shift 
supervisor) in a single sequence. Formatting may be used to differentiate between the various 
operator roles, e.g. by using different colouring schemes, by highlighting the steps that are 
relevant for one operator and disabling the other steps (e.g. by reduced contrast or "greying"), etc. 
The choice of a formatting option depends on the details of the technological implementation, for 
instance whether each operator has a separate display station or whether they share one. The use 
of formatting in this way may reduce the possibilities for mistakes in carrying out the steps of the 
procedure. 

A particularly interesting use of formatting is to facilitate the understanding of difficult parts of 
the procedure, in particular the logical conditions. It is a well-established fact that humans have 
great difficulties in understanding descriptions involving logical conditions, as e.g. the pre-
conditions of a procedure step (a classical work in this field is by Wason & Johnson-Laird [8]). If 
the procedure contains a combination of disjunctive and conjunctive clauses, formatting can be 
used to make the relations easier to comprehend. In other words, the logical relations are partly 
amplified by making use of spatial and/or graphical techniques. 

A preliminary conclusion of this section is that simple reproduction of document format to VDU 
presentation is not efficient. This does not use the computer's potential for information processing 
and may in actual fact create an additional task for the operator, i.e., to use the computer to find 
and read the procedure. Computerised procedure presentation should make use of the capabilities 
of the computer to improve the format of the procedure, as illustrated by the examples mentioned 
above. Graphical formatting can in particular improve the understanding of procedure structure, 
hence complement various ways of improving the navigation. The designer should, however, 
carefully consider the many options that modern computer systems can provide, and in particular 
be careful with the use of overlapping windows and panes. 

4.3 P r o g r e s s Moni tor ing 

The essence of progress monitoring is that a trace is kept of how far the operators have come in 
the procedure, i.e., which steps they have carried out and which still remain. (Progress 
monitoring is thus different from process linking, which is described in the following.) Progress 
monitoring is essential if computerised procedure presentation should be able to adjust itself to 
the situation, e.g. by providing automatic paging or sequencing. Progress monitoring is also 
important as a way of ensuring that the procedure has been executed as it should, without any 
errors. It is possible to consider the following different steps in progress monitoring. 

On the initial level there are no monitoring facilities implemented. This option is not really 
interesting, but provides an end point. 

Monitoring by manual check boxes. The technique of using check boxes is often found in paper 
based procedures, and is an integral part of check-lists. The idea is simply that the operator puts 
a (check) mark in a box or a frame, whenever he has completed a step of the procedure. The use of 
check boxes has many advantages: 

• Check boxes give the operator a simple but valuable feedback on own progress. 
• Check boxes provide a possibility to check for oversights (omission) - both manually (by 

the operator) and automatically (by the computer). 
• Check boxes provide the necessary basis for automated sequencing of procedures 

(automated scrolling). Problems may possibly occur in cases where the procedure 
reaches a branch point, but there are techniques to solve that. 
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• Chock boxes provide ;i basis for pimple tailoring of procedures, e.g. by removing 
superfluous conjunctive conditions. 

In terms of implementation techniques, check boxes are simple to implement. The 
acknowledgement of having executed a step can be given in various ways - using either special 
functions keys or a combination of symbols and a pointer (mouse) - and can be shown clearly on 
the screen, using either a check box symbol or various forms of formatting (e.g. colours). In the 
simple form, check boxes are manually filled out by the operator, hence do not require the use of 
more sophisticated techniques, such as plan recognition. An added advantage is that check boxes 
can provide essential information for accident / incident analyses, particularly if they are 
combined with an automatic time stamp. 

While manually marked check boxes are easy to implement, their efficiency does depend on the 
operators filling them out as required. This may be a problem, particularly in the case of 
emergency operation procedures, because the check boxes introduce an additional task in a 
situation where demands may already be high. An alternative is therefore to automate progress 
monitoring, e.g. by means of monitoring by using process status and feedback. This is possible for 
all procedure steps where the result of the step is a specific change in the process, e.g. a new value 
for a specific parameter. It may be more difficult to do for procedure steps that involve checks and 
tests, but in many cases mdirect measures can be defined. It is probably best to use a mixture of 
manual and automatic progress monitoring, e.g. a semi-automated solution which reduces the 
demands to the operator without introducing a possible new source of inaccuracy or error. The 
semi-automated progress monitoring may, of course, be used to automatically fill out check boxes 
of procedure steps that have been executed. 

A further step towards automation of progress monitoring is to use advanced techniques such as 
plan recognition or intent recognition and dynamic cognitive modelling. This introduces some of 
the features that were mentioned under procedure monitoring above. If a system is able to 
recognise the operator's plans it can, of course, use that information to adapt the presentation of 
the procedure to the current situation and needs. Practical solutions on this level are, however, 
far from being a reality. 

4.4 Help And E x p l a n a t i o n Fac i l i t i es 

Help and explanation facilities refer to the extent to which supplementary information can be 
given during the execution. This is an important part of procedure presentation, because the 
procedure obviously cannot be complete, in the sense that it contains all the information needed 
by the operator. A procedure is always written with certain assumptions of what the operator 
knows and is capable of doing. Since these assumptions may not always be fulfilled - partly 
because the situation can be unusual, partly because there are individual differences between 
operators both in terms of knowledge and of working style - it is generally necessary that 
supplementary information can be provided, either as explanations or as help. An explanation 
refers to information about the background or rationale for a procedure step; help refers to 
additional details about the procedure step, e.g. how a control action should be carried out or how 
a check should be performed. 

4.5 P r o c e s s L i n k i n g 

Another way of improving the presentation of the procedure and facilitating the work of the 
operators is to embed values of important parameters in the procedure. A step in a procedure will 
very often refer to a specific value of a parameter, either as a limit value for a check or as a set-
point or target. In all cases it will be an advantage if it is easy to compare the actual value of the 
parameter with the value defined in the procedure. In computerised procedure presentation it is 
possible to include values read from the process, i.e., to link the procedure to the process. The 
effect of process linking will be that the procedure is automatically updated with relevant process 
measurements. 
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4.G Procedure A d a p t a t i o n 

The final aspect of computerised procedure presentation is the use of adaptation or tailoring of 
the procedure. This refers primarily to whether the procedure is fixed or adapted to the current 
situation: a second aspect of this is whether two or more procedures can be automatically 
combined when so needed. Procedure adaptation is complementary to the most advanced step in 
procedure formatting, where the procedure was changed to accommodate the needs of the 
individual operator roles. Procedure adaptation overlaps with several of the previous aspects of 
computerisation, in the sense that adaptation may use some of the same techniques for 
implementation. Adaptation nevertheless represents a separate perspective on computerised 
procedure presentation. 

In order to facilitate an overview of what has been presented so far, each of the six aspects is 
briefly summarised in Table 1. 

Table 1: Summary Of The Six Aspects Of Computerised Procedure Presentation 

Navigation Electronic 
reproduction of 
document. 

Hierarchical 
organisation of 
procedure. 

Hypertext 
organisation of 
procedure. 

Intelligent 
access to 
procedure. 

Formatting Simple 
reproduction. 

Enhancing 
composition of 
procedure. 

Differentiating 
between 
operator roles. 

Enhancing 
logical structure 
of procedure. 

Progress 
Monitoring 

No progress 
monitoring. 

Manual 
marking of 
check boxes. 

Semi-automatic 
progress 
monitoring. 

Automatic 
progress 
monitoring. 

Help and 
explanation 
facilities 

No help or 
explanations. 

Context 
independent 
help (passive). 

Context 
dependent help 
(passive). 

Context / user 
sensitive (model 
based) help. 

Process Linking No link to the 
process. All 
values read 
manually. 

Variable limit 
values ("bugs"). 

Reading process 
parameter 
values. 

Variable limit 
values plus 
parameter 
values. 

Procedure 
Adaptation 

No adaptation Procedure 
adapted to 
specific 
situation. 

Multiple 
procedures 
combined 
according to 
conditions. 

Fully adapted 
procedure 
(process and 
operator 
conditions ). 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The study has analysed the basic aspects of computer support for procedure presentation and has 
identified the following six: (1) navigation, (2) formatting, (3) progress monitoring, (4) help & 
explanations, (5) process linking, and (6) adaptation. Among these detailed analyses were made of 
formatting and progress monitoring. A proposal for computerisation of a part of an 
emergency procedure has been developed and presented. The proposal presented for the 
computerisation of procedures has the following advantages: 

• It improves the understanding o f the structure o f the procedure. In particular it improves the way in which 
conditions and logical relations are presented. 

• It reduces the complexi ty o f the presentation by using a well-defined layout. 

• It allows for multiple levels of resolution of information. 

• It enhances navigation in the procedure. 

• And finally, it includes a facility for progress monitoring. This is achieved by means o f check boxes which 
are used by the procedure presentation system. 
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